
The model still exists because advertising success is 
measured by qualities based on the model. Modern so-
cietal management is also based on order, control and 
rationality, making creative and emotional situations 
hard to manage and measure; mostly seen as non-exis-
tent, manipulative and only an extension to the model. 
In advertising, the model survives because advertising 
is conceptual, with facts helping the conscious and 
rational consumer make a controlled choice. The ad in-
dustry is also based on rational, manageable processes 
and answers, feeding the model, while our society sees 
success in relation to rational and measurable growth.

The IP model resists 
criticism:

What is the IP Model of   
Advertising?
The Information Processing Model of Advertising is 
a concept stating that an ad will only be effective if 
it communicates a clear message or proposition that 
a conscious consumer can understand, believe and 
recall. High levels of attention and active recipient 
involvement are the keys for effective advertising, while 
creativity and emotional elements are supportive to 
the decision making process, increasing likability of 
the advertisement and the brand as well as increas-
ing attention and retention of the advertisement and 
its key message. It’s been in use for over 50 years, but 
has limited correlation to real advertisement success. 
Regardless, academia, business people, manuals and 
textbooks justify its credibility due to advertising’s 
foundation on rational and measurable tactics such as: 
concise, key-fact statements, AIDA (awareness, interest, 
desire and action), the Cognitive Response Model’s  
controlled, attentive central and mindless, automatic 
peripheral processes and face-to-face rational, no  
humor fact selling (salesperson).

Criticism
The IP model, though, had its critics. Andrew  
Ehrenberg believed that publicizing the brand  
memorably effectively tapped into emotional  
consumer attachments, while Shapiro Macinnis  
believed that placed advertising affected future buying 
decisions just by being on the page, whether people 
recollected or processed them attentively; both,  
invalidating the required cognitive and  
conscious consumer needed in the IP model, while 
promoting emotionalism as way to enhance product 
favorability. Lack of metric tracking with emotional  
feelings, and the discovery of television advertising as 
low attention also added to its overall criticism.

The way forward:
Instead of the IP model, critical realism should be 
advertising’s foundation. This belief allows for scientific 
approach with free-thinking and hypothesis  
generation of unverifiable or unobservable things.  
Contrary to the IP model, emotionally-affected  
decisions are characteristic to humans. Moreover, 
critical realism deals with how and not what you say, 
while information and content is secondary to emo-
tions – feelings and relationships are related with 
subconscious signals over verbal influence. Advertisers, 
though, will need to accept visuals as a central  
communication element, as well as accept that  
consumers can be influenced by low attention  
situations and also be capable of making decisions 
off of emotions, lack of advertisement coherency and 
implicit communication between advertisements and 
its comprehension. Also, creative thinking must be 
embraced, accepting advertisements with no  
messages and requiring more emotional, creative and 
brand-developing briefs over fact-based, simple briefs. 
Research-wise, advertisers must start focusing on 
behavior over favorability and memory, while also start 
measuring peoples’ feelings instead of what they think 
as self-questioning is inaccurate. Moreover, consumers 
need to be less aware of where and what they are being 
tested on. Lastly, psychology, emotional thought and 
qualification must be accepted.


